MEMBERSHIP

To join our leading and impactful global community of academics, practitioners and policy makers and to help us support regional research and researchers globally, please go to https://members.regionalstudies.org/lounge

Our membership fees are based on five different categories and on the country in which you reside. The membership categories are:

A,B,C,D = 2020

** Membership rate for new/not current members
Renewal membership rate for existing members

A,B,C,D = PhD certificate or equivalent

If you are interested in regional studies/regional science and you are not a full-time student, early career researcher, managing authorities, consultancies

For those within 5 years of the date of their PhD certificate or equivalency

For organisations involved in regional development, research and policy e.g. university departments, institutes, managing authorities, consultancies

To Network ✦

A,B,C,D = 2020-2021 Territorial Pricing Bands (see lists opposite)

Renewal membership rate for existing members

** Membership rate for new/not current members

raitour

To Network ✦

** Table

A,B,C,D = Territorial Pricing Bands (see lists opposite)